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1: Calculus II - Parametric Equations and Curves
CALCULUS BC WORKSHEET 1 ON VECTORS Work the following on notebook www.enganchecubano.com your
calculator on problems 10 and 13c only. 1. If 2 3 1 and. t, find dy x t y e dx 2. If a particle moves in the xy-plane so that
at any time t > 0, its position vector is.

Unfortunately, there is no real answer to this question at this point. Sometimes we have no choice, but if we do
have a choice we should avoid it. We have one more idea to discuss before we actually sketch the curve.
Parametric curves have a direction of motion. So, when plotting parametric curves, we also include arrows that
show the direction of motion. Here is the sketch of this parametric curve. So, it looks like we have a parabola
that opens to the right. Before we end this example there is a somewhat important and subtle point that we
need to discuss first. Had we simply stopped the sketch at those points we are indicating that there was no
portion of the curve to the right of those points and there clearly will be. Without limits on the parameter the
graph will continue in both directions as shown in the sketch above. We will often have limits on the
parameter however and this will affect the sketch of the parametric equations. Example 2 Sketch the
parametric curve for the following set of parametric equations. Therefore, the parametric curve will only be a
portion of the curve above. Here is the parametric curve for this example. It is now time to take a look at an
easier method of sketching this parametric curve. We will sometimes call this the algebraic equation to
differentiate it from the original parametric equations. There will be two small problems with this method, but
it will be easy to address those problems. Example 3 Eliminate the parameter from the following set of
parametric equations. The reality is that when writing this material up we actually did this problem first then
went back and did the first problem. Plotting points is generally the way most people first learn how to
construct graphs and it does illustrate some important concepts, such as direction, so it made sense to do that
first in the notes. In practice however, this example is often done first. Often we would have gotten two
distinct roots from that equation. It is fairly simple however as this example has shown. All we need to do is
graph the equation that we found by eliminating the parameter. As noted already however, there are two small
problems with this method. The first is direction of motion. This is generally an easy problem to fix however.
In some cases, only one of the equations, such as this example, will give the direction while in other cases
either one could be used. It is also possible that, in some cases, both derivatives would be needed to determine
direction. It will always be dependent on the individual set of parametric equations. Example 4 Sketch the
parametric curve for the following set of parametric equations. Clearly indicate direction of motion.
2: EXTRA PRACTICE WORKSHEETS CALC AB/BC | Serra
CALCULUS BC WORKSHEET ON PARAMETRIC EQUATIONS AND GRAPHING Work these on notebook paper.
Make a table of values and sketch the curve, indicating the direction of your.

3: Parametric equations, polar coordinates, and vector-valued functions | Khan Academy
On problems 11 - 12, a curve C is defined by the parametric equations given. For each problem, write an integral
expression that represents the length of the arc of the curve over the given interval.

4: Calculus II - Parametric Equations and Polar Coordinates
CALCULUS BC name _____ WORKSHEET ON PARAMETRIC CALCULUS Work these on notebook paper. A. Make a
table of values and sketch the curve, indicating the di.

5: Parametric Equations Worksheets - Teacher Worksheets
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Parametric Equations For Vectors. Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - Parametric Equations For Vectors. Some
of the worksheets displayed are Parametric equations, Calculus bc work on parametric equations and graphing, Chapter
11 work parametric equations and polar, Honors pre calculus vector word problems 50 degrees with, Vector parametric
and symmetric equations of a line, Math

6: Parametric Equations For Vectors Worksheets - Printable Worksheets
AP Calculus BC CHAPTER 11 WORKSHEET PARAMETRIC EQUATIONS AND POLAR COORDINATES ANSWER
KEY Derivatives and Equations in Polar Coordinates 1. The graphs of the polar curves ð•‘Ÿ1=6sin3Î¸ and.

7: Calculus Bc Worksheets - Printable Worksheets
AP Calculus BC CHAPTER 11 WORKSHEET PARAMETRIC EQUATIONS AND POLAR COORDINATES Name Seat #
Date Review Sheet A SEE OTHER SIDE CALCULUS BC (a graphing calculator maybe used).

8: AP BC Calculus - Richardson's Math Classes
For more information about vector functions, check out this AP Calculus BC Review: Vector-Valued Functions Example
â€” Velocity Find the velocity vector at t = 1 for an object traveling according to the parametric function x = t 2 - 2 t + 1, y
= - t 2 + 2.

9: Calculus AB and BC
AP Calculus BC CHAPTER 11 WORKSHEET PARAMETRIC EQUATIONS AND POLAR COORDINATES ANSWER
KEY Review Sheet B 1. a) 3 3cos T 6sin T T |
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